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Retailers and manufacturers take responsibility 
“Renewable resources or natural materials such as cork or flax are clear-
ly gaining in importance in store and trade show design. And most 
notably, wood remains an important material in this case.

Having said that, sustainable materials are also a hot topic when it comes to short-term store 
concepts such as shop-in-shop or store-within-a-store systems. Case in point, at the 
EuroShop, the Stora Enso Re-board AB Company showcased cardboard material that’s very 
flexible to use. The entire booth was built using these sturdy yet extremely light-weight boards 
– ranging from shelves to clothes hangers all the way to dressing rooms. The surface can be 
custom printed or laminated and is fully recyclable after disassembly. This is a true added benefit 
for customized and flexible shop fitting and trade show design.”

The text above is from the Euroshop Magazine. The retail trade fair in Düsseldorf was a 
success for us, with many new contacts. The booth was design by ATC in France and got a lot of 
attention among visitors and reporters.



 

 

From a previously concept used in a TV advertisement was “build the house” and
bring it to life.
With full creative license but a short deadline, the project had some other key
criteria in that it needed to be easily transportable, lightweight as well as quick
to install and remove.
Resolution Imaging looked to Re-board® as the ideal solution. Re-board® was
easy to print, cut and handle display board and was ideal for this creative
display. The rolling folds used in the roof were much easier to complete and
finished off the look of the house nicely.
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NEXT Printing, a Re-board® partner
Recently NEXT Printing re-fitted their Photoking retail shop in Randwick, Sydney with a stunning 
display using Re-board®. Showing the versatility of Re-board® as a 3-dimensional structural 
board, the whole design went from concept to reality in less than 10 days. Using Re-board® for 
display cabinets for their antique camera collection, display bookcase for customers to browse 
photo products, through to the point of sale desks and counter, Tom Tjanaria, owner of NEXT 
Printing commented “ Re-board® is an ideal print and display medium which we can design, 
print and construct in super quick time using our talented experienced team, and very few 
other materials have the combination of lightness, printability and strength that Re-board® has in 
spades.
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